Breakthrough New Product

The fountain of youth
right here at the beach?

The secret to younger, more beautiful skin can be found serenely floating in the
oceans off Australia’s breathtaking shores. OURS FOR THE TAKING!

C

osmeticians have recently
discovered that the secret to
more supple, smoother and
youthful-looking skin is floating right
in the oceans off Australia’s shores.
And now they’ve collected, processed and
combined these marine ingredients in a
unique formula. Called Immortal, this new
skin cream is guaranteed to make your
hands and face look at least 10 years
younger or your money back.
Reduces sun-induced DNA skin
damage 84.3%
The harsh ultraviolet rays of the sun,
pollution and ageing can all damage the
DNA in your cells responsible for repairing
skin and growing new skin cells. Result:
wrinkles, age spots and red blotches that
make you look old before your time.

reduce 84.3% of the damage caused by
faulty DNA. And the extract can double or
triple the rate at which DNA is repaired.

A skin moisturizer from the sea

To order Immortal skin cream on a
risk-free, trial basis call toll-free today
on 1300 XXX XXX.
Remember, if you're
not satisfied then
MONEY
get your money
BACK
back. That way
you risk nothing!
GUARANTEE!

BEFORE

Never
look old
again!

AFTER

Women love our new skin cream,
Immortal, which is formulated 100% from
the natural ingredients harvested from
Australia’s oceans.

"Jellyfish have been shown to
reduce 84.3% of the damage
caused by faulty DNA"

One reason is that we’ve added an extract
from a microorganism, Pseudoalteromonas,
that evolved to rejuvenate, enabling it to
survive the harsh marine environments
where it lives. We process it into a
compound that doubles the production of
collagen, a protein that helps make your
skin smoother.

But there’s a solution! Todays scientists
have found an amazing phenomenon,
certain species of jellyfish that are
virtually immortal. Laboratory animals
injected with these jelly fish cells have an
increased lifespan by 20% to 100%.

Another ingredient we added to Immortal
is a marine polysaccharide that stimulates
your skin’s internal production of Hyaluronic
Acid (HLA), a moisturizing compound with
high water content, thus working as a
wrinkle “filler.” Results show wrinkle volume
reduction of up to 93.5% in 28 days.

In clinical tests, extracts from the
immortal jellyfish have been shown to

We also boosted the skin-beautifying power
of Immortal with Hyadisine, an extract from

“People always said I looked tired and over-worked. After trying many different
products I had to agree with them. But then I tried the Immortal Jellyfish Cream
and WOW! When I look in the mirror I feel like a different woman.” Linda NSW
a marine microorganism that complements
HLA as an additional skin moisturizer. Rich
in gluroconic acid, Hyadisine also reduces
the appearance of wrinkles.
Try Immortal risk-free for 16 days
For a limited time only, we’ll send you a
50mL trial jar of Immortal to use at home,
risk-free for a full 16 days. Our reasoning
is simple, the only way to discover the
incredible anti-ageing effects of this skin

cream is to use it for a week or two and
feel the difference for yourself.
Best of all, Immortal is backed by our
100% guarantee of satisfaction. If you
don’t agree that our Immortal cream
makes your skin smoother and youngerlooking and eliminates the appearance of
wrinkles, just return the unused portion,
or even the empty bottle, within 30 days
for a full and prompt product refund. No
questions asked!

Get instant and visible results for
lasting youth! You could see amazing
results like these or get your money
back! Call for your Free Trial today:

1300 XXX XXX

T&C's apply. Free trial available to credit card
holders only. Postage and handling fee $9.95

